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QUESTION 1

Dan is going to set up an IBM WebSphere Portal server only for developing self- containedportlets and portlet
applications. Which of the following options is the best choice for this scenario? 

A. Perform a full installation because self-contained portlets and portlet applications make a full installation necessary. 

B. Perform a base installation because self-contained portlets and portlet applications make a full installation
unnecessary. 

C. Perform a full installation and then run the ConfigEngine development-mode task. 

D. Perform a full installation and then disable all the business portletsthat are not needed during development. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which one of the following statements is true regarding the XML configuration interface? 

A. The user requires the manager role on the virtual resource XML_ACCESS and the security administrator role on the
virtual resource PORTAL. 

B. The user requires the manager role on the virtual resource XML_ACCESS and the security user role on the virtual
resource PORTAL. 

C. The user requires the user role on the virtual resource XML_ACCESS and the security administrator role on the
virtual resource PORTAL. 

D. The user does not require the manager role on the virtual resource XML_ACCESS. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

When setting up security for a stand-alone IBM WebSphere Portalprofile that will become part of a cluster, which of the
following statements is correct? 

A. Security should be set up on the stand-alone node prior to joining the deployment manager cell. 

B. Security should be set up on the deployment manager cell afterthe node is added. 

C. It makes no difference whether security is set up before or after the WebSphere Portal node joins the deployment
manager cell. 

D. The IBM WebSphere Integrated Solutions console, not WebSphere Portal security tasks, should be used to configure
security. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Which of the following tools is not used by an IBM WebSphere Portal administrator for staging data to a production
environment? 

A. Managed Pages 

B. Syndication 

C. Release Builder 

D. XMLAccess 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Cooper would like to better categorize portal search but doesn\\'t know what to use. What can he use? 

A. IBM WebSphere Portal 8.0 only uses an external search system. 

B. Cooper can use tags for better search results. 

C. This task requires that WebSphere Portal is customized with the search API. 

D. Only IBM Web Content Manager content can be categorized with the categorize function. 

Correct Answer: B 
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